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TMC INNOVATION IS INCREASING THE QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF 
HEALTHCARE START-UPS IN HOUSTON







GROWTH 
OPPORTUNITES

CORE STRATEGIC 
FOCUS

• Form (TMC Biodesign)

• Recruit (TMCx)

• Fund (TMC Venture Fund)

High value engagement with:

• Early-stage med device

• Healthcare SaaS with proof of 
concept partners

• Our emerging programs include:
• TMC ACT

• Cancer therapeutics

• CPRIT-sponsored

• MedTech Startup Studio
• Diverse women founders with 

MedTech experience

• ECW Challenge*

TMC InnovationTMC Innovation Forms, Recruits, and Funds Healthcare Companies
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TMC INNOVATION





Coaching Success

Call-out
TMCx partners with multiple 
health systems and corporate 
partners for each cohort to create 
a Request for Startups.

Program
TMCx supports its cohort companies in 
achieving a partnership with our 
sponsors through strategic meetings, 
advisement, & network access.

TMCx assigns each company a 
personal coach to guide them 
through the process of 
partnership, to track progress, and 
to broker the opportunity. 

Success is measured by the 
culmination of these resources and 
efforts into a meaningful relationship 
between startup and TMCx partners 
(eg. research collaboration agreement, clinical 
trial site, pilot study, etc.). 

TMCx
MEDICAL DEVICE & DIGITAL HEALTH ACCELERATOR



TMCx 
Fall 2020

Bootcamp

4-week experience 
focused on promoting 
growth of business 
through meaningful 
connections with key 
stakeholders

TMCx Program

5-months of 
programming aimed to 
educate and connect 
companies for hospital 
integration

TMCx Community

Continued support and 
resources to help your 
business achieve 
maximum potential



Applications

Screening
(n ~ 50)

Bootcamp
(n ~20)

Programming
(n ~ 8)

Ongoing 
Support 
(n ~ 5)

(n > 200)

TMCx
FUNNEL
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PARTNERS







JLABS @ TMC is a life science incubator that connects regional startups to Johnson & Johnson Innovation’s wealth of 
resources with the goal of collaboratively developing innovative technologies in devices, diagnostics, consumer 
health and pharmaceuticals. JLABS @ TMC has provided over 61 startups with access to a turnkey infrastructure 
that includes singular bench tops, modular wet lab units, office space and specialized equipment. 
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A collaboration between Johnson & Johnson Medical Device Companies, Johnson & Johnson LLC and the Texas 
Medical Center, CDI @TMC brings together the unique strengths and resources across these great enterprises to 
create a novel approach for medical device innovation. The team, resources, and access to expertise through 
CDI@TMC enables needs-based ideation, rapid technology prototyping and a pre-clinical/clinical testing with 
shorter timelines and capital efficiency. 
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Robotics for
Healthcare



On October 9, ABB opened the doors to it’s first dedicated global health care research center, at the Texas 
Medical Center Innovation Institute. ABB’s research team will be working with medical staff, scientists and 
engineers to develop non-surgical medical robotics systems, including logistics and next-generation automated 
laboratory technologies. 
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Contact Us
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@TMCInnovation TMCInnovation

tmc.edu/innovation tmcx@tmc.edu


